CUSTOM ANALYSIS EXPANDED & ENHANCED

Browse a library of more than 325 unique Excel® templates for custom analysis with Bloomberg Professional® service data. Templates are categorized by market sector and player type. And with the newly enhanced discoverability features, you can quickly find spreadsheets by category, asset class association and regional interest.

> EXPANDED XLTP FEATURES

- The ability to search by most popular files, globally and by subset
- A specific template recommendation system that will show you related spreadsheets
- Quick access to favorite XLTP files without the need to go to the function
- Featured template to highlight new release or trending spreadsheets
- Information tabs that will give you a quick overview of template content and related terminal functions

> NAVIGATING XLTP

When you start XLTP <GO>, it will automatically screen all Excel files and present the best templates based on any preferences you entered in the customer survey function (SURV <GO>).

The function is organized into two different main views: the Cover View and the List View. The Cover View enables you to browse overviews of different templates using the filters at the top and will show you a featured template based on your area of interest.
The List View shows you an index of available files based on popularity rankings as well as files that have been selected as favorites.

1. Popularity Ranking
2. Favorites
3. Spreadsheet Names
4. Spreadsheet Attributes

XLTP List View

> QUICKLY DRILL DOWN TO SPREADSHEET DETAIL

If you select the Read More button in the Cover View or select a spreadsheet name, the Template View appears for the selected spreadsheet. The Template View provides detailed information that can help you determine if the spreadsheet meets your analytical needs. You can read a description and see a screen grab of the file, access related content, gain insight into how the spreadsheet fits into a particular workflow, and identify related functions and spreadsheets—all from one view.

XLTP Template View

LEARN MORE

Access market-leading financial spreadsheets now by entering XLTP <GO> or contact us for a customized demonstration.
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